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ABOUT THE DOCUMENT

ABSTRACT

PRE ICO

ICO

   This document is addressed to potential investors and includes a general description of the 

project, development plan and investment environment.

   ARena Space is a global virtual amusement parks chain (parks based on the novel virtual and 

augmented reality and other immersive digital technologies). We provide entertainment services, sell 

related products to b2c customers, and are developing the VR parks chain by franchising model. 

       We have been gaining experience in the fields of virtual reality, entertainment industry, operational 

management and franchise model business development since 2011 and have developed unique 

competencies in the team.

   ARena Space is offering the crypto-community a new model of participation in a project that has 

a real physical presence (locations). We are tokenizing mutual payments in the project’s ecosystem. 

Through the use of the blockchain technology, tokens will securely provide the functioning of the 

growing money turnover without the need of an additional emission. 

30 October - 25 November 2017
Goal: Hard Cap — $850 thousand
ARenaCoin value: $0,45 - $0,85

November, 2017
Goal: Hard Cap — $30,35 million
ARenaCoin value: $0,9 - $1,5

Detailed information and news about ICO:  www.arenaspace.io
The project’s website for b2c customers and franchisees:  www.arenaspace.ru
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01CONCEPT

MARKET CONDITIONS

   The industry of amusement parks is about to undergo radical changes, as previous forms of 

entertainment become obsolete and cease to be economically viable.

      The number of classical amusement parks, which dominated in the early 2000s and required 

constant renovation of the facilities, is declining rapidly.

                    From the families’ and parents’ point of view, those formats are in demand, where they can leave 

their child alone or where they can spend time with the whole family. The more fundamental a project 

is, the higher its replayability is, the bigger the number of visits it guarantees. Projects that are based 

on simple needs: of communication, new friends, bright emotional feelings - for example, from 

scientific experiments or interactive performances - are more resilient in terms of repeated visits.

            Interactive projection technology, VR / AR, and other IT technologies have reached a level of 

maturity that allows them to be used in the entertainment industry in a new way. It is the key industry 

for VR. This interaction of people and the digital world significantly influences future development of 

many industries in consumer hi-tech and other spheres of modern life.

                  Since 2016, one of the main topics on the agenda of the International Association of Attractions 

and Attractions (IAAPA) has become the virtual and augmented reality technologies. Large 

entertainment industries are already integrating AR / VR products or building VR parks in their 

amusement parks. For example, Disney and Universal Studios have included virtual reality elements 

in their parks. PunchDrunk has created a whole trend of immersive theater for adults and children. 

         Interactive attractions in theme parks is a relatively new and constantly changing concept. These 

technologies allow to reuse space and to change shows by simply changing digital content.
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OUR SOLUTION

   Novel virtual and augmented reality technologies*, computer games industry, immersive 

theater*, and best practices of amusement parks are creating an incredible level of immersion, thus 

providing new opportunities for storytelling*.

Old models of entertainment are replaced by players, who bet on a greater level of immersion, 

personalized experience, and edutainment.

          ARena Space is based on these and other achievements of the entertainment industry.

level of client immersion into the storyline;

use of latest technology;

wide product offer;

a variety of content (more than 25 attractions and hundreds of pieces of content);

regularly updated scenarios;

high quality of service;

unique softwaunique software for park management - ARena Park Manager;

payment ecosystem for partners/customers through the mechanism of “local currency”1 - 

ARenaCoin.

Key parameters of the park:

   The parks chain includes different formats of locations (from 25 to 1000 m2), which are both 

governed by the management of the company, and are functioning by a franchising model.

   The goal of the ICO is to open 5 to 15 large parks all around the world: in Beijing, Las Vegas, 

Moscow, Barcelona, and Dubai. In the future, the chain will grow in accordance with the franchise 

model in key regions: North America, Asia (China), Europe, and the Middle East.

            ARena Space offers the crypto community a new model of a project that has a real physical 

presence (locations) and has a high potential by increasing the number of customers at each separate 

location. 5 locations per year will provide 300 to 500 thousand customers.

       In order to facilitate token value growths and capitalization, we are developing and applying a 

franchise model. 20 locations will give 2 million customers a year.

 * - See Glossary
1
 Not in the meaning of the term “currency” or “the foreign currency”б specified in the national legislation of the relevant jurisdictions.
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WHY ICO?

   The basic gist: ARenaCoin is a payment tool through the use of loyalty bonuses in the ecosystem 

of ARena Space parks. ARenaCoin is based on one of the key platforms Ethereum and will be 

compatible with all major cryptocurrencies. There are several key reasons why we chose the ICO route 

and apply the mechanisms of cryptocurrency and token in the ARena Space ecosystem:

1.1.  As a part of the loyalty program of the chain, the ARenaCoin token will be the tool used to pay for 

services in the ARena Space parks by clients, franchisees, and partners. ARenaCoin allows to simplify 

the payment for services/goods in the ARena Space parks ecosystem all over the world independent 

from the local currencies and borders.

2.  We are launching an ICO of a business with a tested business model, clear goals, and mechanisms 

that make sense. In our case, blockchain serves to ensure transparency and crowd control, and also 

helps to partly decentralize the assessment of the price of the company.

3.3.  The foundation of ARena Space’s business is clients. All company’s actions are aimed at constant 

work with clients, provision of a unique user experience, and building an effective system of a loyalty 

program. The universal internal currency allows to create a narrow ecosystem between clients, 

content and attractions suppliers, locations, and b2b partners.

4.4.  Mechanisms of crowd investing allow to attract investments in offline projects faster (two to three 

times), which will allow us to speed up the development of the chain with the help of the ICO and the 

franchise model. And this is our big contribution in the binding of cryptoeconomy and offline 

business.
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   The ARena project was born in late 2015 from the idea of creating an integration platform for full 

immersion into virtual reality - ARENA Full Immersion VR. The company was the first to develop such 

a system in Russia. Demonstration of 3 game scenes was  successfully held in May, 2016 at the 

DevGAMM16 conference.

   Since the middle of 2016, Arena was the first company that developed the format of virtual 

entertainment mini-parks in Russia, and in September the first location of Arena Space was opened in 

Moscow. Its main features are the easily scalable modular system of the parks, which allows to build a 

park on the territory of 20 m2 as well as on 2000 m2 in the shortest possible time, a large number 

(more than 25) of different experiences, more than 100 pieces of content (own and from partners).

Professional team with more than 10 years of experience in AR / VR; 
Team experienced in the development of parks and in the entertainment industry;
The company invested more than 700K USD;
Acquired partnerships with the world’s VR leaders and with more than 5 VR studios for content 
production in the CIS;
Partnerships with attractions manufacturers
Licensing schemes for working with content pLicensing schemes for working with content producers;
4 franchises were sold and contracts on joint ventures were signed with 5 investors in the 
locations;
The signed letter of intent for premises in a shopping center in Moscow (one of the top 5 shopping 
and entertainment centers in the city). The location will be situated in the entertainment zone and 
food-court. The mall has foot traffic of 1,66 thousand people per month. This ARena Space’s 
location will be passed by 52 thousand people per month.
Own R&D laboOwn R&D laboratory for the development of new products (www.arenalab.org)

Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHR69lNXIOY&list=PLNF1mD8h2gSY6ZUSGfxrFHCO3dFJTCKb_&index=6
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Real, functioning business. 6 parks operating in Moscow, Sochi, and St. Petersburg (own parks and 

franchises), 2 parks in the process of being opened. The first park was launched in September, 2016 

and was built in just 1 month.

Product

Developed own content for attractions

Developed own software for the operation of the virtual entertainment park - ARena Park Manager

More than 20 VR projects in the field of entertainment, business, industry and museum sector.

Own unique interactive attractions

The Full Immersion VR system is developed for the fully simultaneous immersion of several 
players into a virtual world. The system consists of a software platform, body tracking system, a 
VR headset, suits for the players, and special controllers. A variety of VR content - shooters, 
quests, mazes, virtual worlds (18+) with the possibility to accommodate from 1 to 50 people in 
each zone (preferably from 6 to 10 people).
SKALASKALA is an unusual hybrid of a climbing and a computer game simulator. The attraction looks 
like a climbing wall. It is assembled from modules equipped with ledges (grips). The ledges are 
illuminated and equipped with sensors that respond to touch. More information: 
https://skala.arenalab.org/
A digital avatar A digital avatar is a digital avatar that is completely controlled by an actor that tracks facial 
expressions and body movements. A special system tracks the movements and facial 
expressions of an actor and transmits the data to any digital model that communicates with 
viewers from a projection screen.
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4 franchises are sold; 60 more shopping malls and parks in CIS and Europe are in the works
As of June, 2017: first 20 thousand b2c clients; the location breaks even in the first month of 
operation; the average check rose during the period 1st quarter of 2017 in a number of locations 
from 300 to 900 rubles payed for services 
Percentage of conversion in existing locations - 5-10% - from 2.5 to 5 thousand from retail traffic
Validated business model of locations: sales, personnel, technology and support.

Sales and marketing

TYPICAL ARENA PARK

   Typical ARena park 500 m2 in size consists of several thematic zones, which provide guests with 
the widest possible choice of impressions and cover a diverse audience of visitors. Technically, the 
park consists of few rooms with unique space-multimedia installations and active interactive 
elements.
The park consists of three main zones (VR Park, Interactive Projection Park "Dragon Land» and Full 
Immersion VR Zone), as well as multifunctional and technical spaces (such as a party room - a special 
event room, cafes, etc.)

The benefits of the ARena parks.The benefits of the ARena parks.

   Unlike traditional amusement parks and quests, ARena Space relies on flexibility, ability to quickly 

adapt to the modern technologies and digital content. There is no need to restructure the facilities and 

resources to update stories and user experience. All that is needed is to change the digital content. 

This opportunity provides high return of the park - up to 40% for repeat customers. 

         The advantage of the ARena Space parks in comparison to the classical movie theaters is the 

abilityability to immerse customers into a story, as well as to give a chance to interact with it and to influence 

the events. 

Link to the presentation:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B107Sc0SW64tZWpWM19uTkloM0E
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Parks’ structural zoning.

   VR Park  is a virtual reality amusement park. Wide product offer is (more than 25 types) and 
varied selection of content (over 100 units) is what mainly differs our parks from similar ones all over 
the world. Particular importance is attached to multiplayer games, which allows to hold real VR esport 
competition for teams.

     Interactive Projection Park  is a theme park for groups of children aged from 3 to 14 years. All 
exhibits in the space are a part of the adventure game and are connected by a single story. 
Actor-animators, interactive technologies and unusual atmosphere make children the main 
characters of the adventure. Various technologies of color recognition, depth sensing, gestures and 
body position tracking, changing the size of objects, shadows, and strength of sound - all that allows 
visitors to interact closely with the "fabulous" environment.

      ARena Full Immersion VR is an innovative platform for full immersion in virtual reality. Software 
and content track the movements of a human body and any other physical object, and create a 
completely similar digital copy in the virtual world. Players find themselves in a large arena, where 
they can move and interact with surrounding objects as well as with each other.

   ARena Space offers a wide range of park formats for different budgets and locations. The main 
advantages of the franchise are modularity and efficiency in terms of revenue per square meter.
          Parks are quickly erectable structures, easily scalable and mobile. ARena Space does not limit the 
franchisees in choice of attractions for their parks, which allows different parks to have wide and 
varied product offers.

OTHER FORMATS OF ARENA PARKS

Link to a video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHR69lNXIOY&list=PLNF1mD8h2gSY6ZUSGfxrFHCO3dFJTCKb_&index=6
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Link to a video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCs_Vg9AoLw

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE PARK PROCESSES - ARENA PARK 
MANAGER

   Our own IT system is linked to ARCoin tokens, which allows selling this currency on the web-site 
and accepting as payment in the parks, becoming the basis for MarketPlace ARena Space.
       Also Arena Park Manager controls the content shown on screens and in the theme parks that 
allows you automatically to place advertising and promotions with the MarketPlace in Arena Space 
locations, using the payment in ARenaCoin.
         Integration with customer profiles allows to the use their accounts in ARenaCoin as 
lloyalty system, automatically at the end of the transaction charging bonuses and calculating the 
discount.

Content downloading, client accounting, CRM / ERP
Monitoring of cash transactions in accordance with the number of starts and the duration of 
sessions - a tool for checking personnel at points
Database analytics - audience segments by sex/age, dynamics of average checks, attractions 
capacity
Analytics - most popular content, best players, etc.

For the park's management we use our own system Arena Park Manager:

   ARena Space is an offline retail business with a digital basis - ARena Park Manager (an IT system 
that manages park’s processes, an analytics system, and an ERP system) - and unique products that 
are using the AR/VR technologies. As with any chain of this format, there are two types of customers: 
b2c and b2b.



   B2C

   The company's business model implies the providing of services (entertainment and other related ones) 

and the selling of b2c products to customers. The main value is the number of customers, its growth, and the 

average check from each of them, and the number of return customers (up to 40%). A year after the opening of 

the 5 locations, it is expected to have a customer base of 500 thousand people. With the growth of the number 

of  customers and of the amount of revenues, EBITDA and company capitalization will grow, too.

          The second factor is the technology of inc          The second factor is the technology of increasing the average bill from each customer.

         In the b2c part, we will provide customers with the opportunity to pay for services with both the fiat currency 

and the ARena Space (ARenaCoin) tokens. Customers will be able to purchase them at the ARena Space 

marketplace and at an online cryptocurrency exchange.

        In time, the amount of services that a customer would get for 1 token will grow due to the fact that the 

unchanging token mass will supply (as an internal payment tool) the growing internal sales turnover. 

                  And to attract new audience after the opening of each new park, and after developing an understanding 

and appreciation for the convenience of tokens, we will provide a 30% discount, which will be valid for use in the 

new park for the first three months after the opening.

          For the client, it will be more profitable (30%) to buy tokens on a card balance, and then to pass this card 

to his child or employee. By making transactions using the blockchain technology, we get a secure system that 

does not pose any risk to both giving and receiving parties. In addition, there is no such problem as loss of 

money or theft – transactions are clearly and securely tracked.

      B2B

      For tokens, the franchise can be purchased with a large discount. The core value is the number of locations, 

the increasing number of customers in each location, as well as of the number of the locations themself. Also, 

we plan to actively enter foreign markets (USA, Canada, Europe, China and Asia, and the middle East), so 

businessmen and investors have a great opportunity to invest in a franchise model2. 20 locations serve about 2 

million customers per year. Most of the payments will be made using the tokens as part of the loyalty program. 

Each location will be buying them, thus creating a demand, and because the amount of tokens is limited, with 

the gthe growth of the number of parks, the demand will also rise. 

         Collecting statistics about customers through the ARena Park Manager (name, email, phone number, link 

to a social media profile) can be an additional source of monetization for b2b-partners under the advertising / 

sponsorship model.

         This may be an additional source of monetization for b2b partners in the advertising / sponsoring model. 

B2B customers get an opportunity for product placement and advertisement of their services through the 

following channels:

2 The exact number and regions for franchising and parks openings will be decided by the management team after the ICO and may be 
changed due to a current market conditions without prior approval by the token holders
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TYPICAL LOCATION PARAMETERS
Number of visitors of the Park: from 3 to 7 thousand people per month.

NPV
Payback period (months)
Discounted payback period
IRR

   ARena Space plans to open 5 typical parks (500 m2 to 1000 m2 in size) in cities around 
the world: Moscow, Beijing, Las Vegas, Dubai, and Barcelona.

OWN LOCATIONS

   ARenaCoin

   Investors will also be able to sell tokens to ARena Space’s customers - both b2c and b2b. Thus, in all 

locations of ARena Space will be an ecosystem, where ARenaCoin will be adopted as an internal currency 

alongside ordinary money - fiat. For the sake of sustainable business development, we will not stop accepting 

fiat money, since cryptocurrencies are just gaining momentum, and rental payments, LCF, taxes, operating 

expenses of locations, and costs of the ARena Space company management are paid in ordinary currency.

Advertisement / product placement in real locations

Placement of advertisement inside virtual content (digital product placement)

Access to an anonymous customer base ARena Space

 $ 739 791
13
14
92%
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Average purchase amount by region

Revenue plan for 5 parks, thousand dollars

3 hours of 
spent in VR 
Park

Full 
Immersion VR

Dragon Land

900-
1200 RUB

1500 RUB

900 RUB

15-25 EUR

30 EUR

15-20 EUR

100-150 

150

100

20-30 $

35 $

20-25 $ 

55-75 AED

90 AED 

55 AED

60-80% - Sale of retail tickets - sold to organic traffic and those who came / booked via the 
Internet
10-20% - Carrying out corporate events / holidays / birthdays / outdoor events
From 5% - group excursions for schoolchildren with discounts
Up to 10% - other services (sale of goods, cafes)

The parks’ revenue comprises three parts:
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FRANCHISE

TARGET AUDIENCE

   Starting in the first quarter of 2018, ARena plans to actively enter the foreign markets (USA, 
Canada, Europe, China and Asia, the Middle East) by selling franchises of different models, focusing on 
typical 500 m2 to 1000 m2 parks. Average check, depending on the region, will start at 25 US dollars 
per visitor.

   Over the next 15 years, the main consumers of entertainment parks’ services will be the 
generation of millennials: generations “Y” and “Z”. Millennials is a generation of people born between 
1981 and 1999. They are characterized by deep involvement in digital technology. A fundamental 
property of the generation “Z”, who were born roughly after the year 2000, is technology’s in their 
blood. They perceive technology on an entirely different level than even the millennials. The key term 
in this story is Digital Natives.
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GROWTH DRIVERS

“Digital men”, as representatives of the generation “Z” are called, are interested in science and technology, and 
are willing to test new products even more, and actively use tablets, VR and 3D reality. Both generations are 
focused on the constant search for new experiences and are willing to spend money on unique experiences.

As for June, 2017, since the launch of the first location in September, 2016, 10 thousand 
customers have passed through the parks, each month the base is increased by 30 customers 
per square meter per location. Landmark - 1000-1200 customers per month in a 50 m2 
location.
Average check in parks at the moment - from 400 to 800 rubles 
Locations start to generate profits from the first month
The number of repeat customers ranges from 10% to 40%, depending on the type of location

   Thus, the analysis of the target audience and the properly structured business model allowed us 
to obtain the following data on the locations:
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ARena Space’s audience

Based on statistics for the period of September, 2016 - June, 2017

   Based on the Trevor Nelson’s3 research, the main growth drivers of the AR / VR / MR theme park industry 

are:

  1. Experience and emotions of customers. Providing people with experience that they cannot receive at 

home stimulates their loyalty. Unique content, global art objects, large competition arenas and team games 

encourage customers to make more purchases, join the ecosystem, and support it.

2.2.        Attractions renewal. In a highly competitive market, the company flexibility and its ability to outpace the 

large players technologically is becoming one of the key advantages. The introduction of AR / VR / MR 

technologies allows to adapt to the market and to the user preferences faster, due to the ability to update the 

content quickly.

3.      The development of AR / VR / MR technologies and the growth of venture investments
4
 in this sphere 

contribute to the possibility of continuous customers' gaming experience improvement.

4.4.         Advertising content. Working with large brands, on one hand, is an excellent marketing tool for attracting 

customers, and on the other, it provides additional profit.

 3 http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/graduate/digitalmedia/Abstracts_2015_2016/Nelson%2C%20Trevor.pdf
 4 https://techcrunch.com/2016/05/24/the-reality-of-augmented-and-virtual-reality-venture-capital/
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RISKS

1. Strategic risk

    The theme parks industry has a risk of development mistakes of scenarios and of an overall 

concept of a park. ARena Space parks is less subjected to this risk for two reasons. The development 

of the final concept involves world’s best experts in this field, as well as on our own in-depth market 

research. The second way to reduce risks is the initial basing of the park on video and game content. 

Unlike traditional parks, where the change of concept leads to large material costs for building new 

premises, scenery, physical attractions, creating new or updated game content costs cheaper in 

several orders of magnitude.

2.2. Risk of failure to adhere to standards

  Theme park attractions should strictly correspond to the standards of safety, cleanliness, and 

working activity of rides. The use of unsafe technologies as a basis threatens the whole project. ARena 

Space has a large database of amusement attractions manufacturers and partners only with carefully 

checked suppliers.

3. Operational risk

    Attractions increase operational disbursements in parks. They require skilled employees to 

manage such high-tech equipment and to solve technical problems.

4. Reputational risk

  In the global amusement parks industry, the problem of reputation, which happens in one part of 

the world, can instantly become known to another thanks to the Internet. So, a problem of a park 

could become the problem for all of the parks of the chain. ARena Space prioritizes quality and level 

of service, and has developed a system for resolving possible conflicts with customers.

5.5. Deterioration risk

    One of the main risks when investing in VR or AR is that the technologies quickly become obsolete, 

and the equipment becomes more affordable for home use. As technology moves at such a rapid 

pace, any planning that a theme park developer will make today will be at risk of introducing instantly 

obsolete technologies. Arena Space has a research department that closely follows the latest trends 

on the market. The period from an advent of a new attraction on the market to its implementation in 

the chain is minimized and equal to 3 weeks. The factor for retention is the unique content that can 

be regularly updated.
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TOKENS DISTRIBUTION

04ARENACOIN TOKEN STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM

     At the ICO, the ARena Space team offers investors the development of a typical VR / AR 
entertainment parks chain (more than 500 m2 in size) in North America, Europe, the Middle East, and 
Asia. This is, on one hand, working on the growing virtual reality trend, and on the other - offering of a 
new type of entertainment and educational services (edutainment).

   The mechanism of attracting investment through an ICO is a very effective tool, because the cycle 
of attracting funds for retail and infrastructure projects can take as long as 9 months. On the other 
hand, the internal currency in the form of the ARenaCoin tokens will allow us to create a payment for 
services and goods ecosystem for clients, b2b partners, and project’s investors. We are betting heavily 
on franchisees, for whom the payments with tokens will provide big discounts, and the head office will 
provide full scale support.
                  We also understand that speculations are possible. Exactly because of that we will restrict token 
sales in time or in size. The smart contract contains a restriction (ban) of tokens transfer to token 
holders before the end of the ICO. This restriction allows to avoid manipulations with tokens by the 
team, and will also protect from tokens speculations before the end of the offering.

The token is a tool of payment for services in ARena Space parks (own and franchises)
Token can be ceded to another individual at the online and physical ARena Space’s locations 
called “MarketPlace” 
The token gives the privilege to use ARena Space’s services and products with discounts (30%) 
and to be served with higher priority
Token can be ceded to any cryptoinvestor through an exchange or ARena Space’s MarketPlace
ARenaCoin may be a payment tool between b2b clients and partners. ARenaCoin may be a payment tool between b2b clients and partners. To do this, b2b partners 
can redeem the tokens from tokenholders.
Payments in tokens are profitable for franchisees, because they give a discount for franchise 
fees of up to 30% (from 150 thousand dollars), and 1% discount for royalties.

ARenaCoin Token will be used for internal payments as part of the loyalty program in the 
ecosystem of ARena Space:
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   Total number of issued tokens will be 40.035 million. Out of these, 25.1 million tokens will be 

put up for sale as part of the pre-ICO and ICO.

   The distribution of tokens will be as follows:

   PreICO. 1.6 million tokens for sale, unsold amount above the hard cap is burned at the end of the 

stage.

   ICO. 23.5 million tokens for sale, unsold amount above the soft cap is burned at the end of the 

stage.

      Team. 23,9% of tokens sold at each stage is transferred to the team. Team means the project’s 

team and its advisors. The maximum number of tokens transferred will be 6 million.

   Bonuses. 5,875 million tokens will be allocated as bonuses for “wholesale” cryptoinvestors. 

Details below in the section “Bonus system”. Unused tokens will automatically burn after the ICO.

   Lottery. 1.5 million tokens are reserved for the promotional campaign at the 6, 7 and 8 levels of 

the ICO. Unused tokens will automatically burn after the ICO. 

      Bounty program. 800 thousand tokens are reserved for the bounty campaign (system of 

remuneration for certain actions of participants). For details, see “bounty campaign”. Unused tokens 

will automatically burn after the ICO.

         Marketing. 760 thousand tokens will be issued for partners for the project’s marketing campaign.
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   Hard cap: $850K
The value of one token will fluctuate depending on the total number of acquired tokens.

Level

Goal of $8 242 770 million is achieved at the 5th level.
Hard cap: $30,35 million. At the same time, the number of tokens sold at the ICO stage will be 
capped at 23.5 million.

   If all 23.5 million tokens are sold, 5.875 million tokens will be distributed as bonus and 1.5 
million as lottery winnings. At the end of the campaign, all unused tokens of the lottery and bonuses 
automatically burn. Compliance with these conditions is provided by blockchain smart contracts.
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Lottery5

Charged separately. The prize fund is 1 500 000 tokens.

         Works at the levels 6, 7, 8. For every 1000 of purchased tokens - a chance to win 10 000 tokens.
         The lottery takes place on the condition that there is a total of more than 3000 participants at 
all levels. By this scenario, the maximum number of winners will be 150 people. If this condition is 
not met, then each person receives a bonus of 500 tokens.

TOKEN SPECIFICATION
   One ARenaCoin can buy b2c customers goods or services at ARena Space locations and gives access to 

advertising platforms (offline or online) in the case of b2b customers. For ARena Space’s b2c customers, this 

token is universal and can be used at any location. Ownership of the token is beneficial primarily because the 

token allows the purchase of more goods and services (up to 30% more) than the usual currency (the 

mechanism of discounts). Thus, we will encourage customers to enter the ARena Space ecosystem. Number of 

tokens that can be purchased by the same customer is unlimited.

                    Investors will purchase ARenaCoin at Pre-ICO, PreSale, and ICO stages with a significant discount, which will 

allow investors to either use ARenaCoin in the future by exchanging it for services or goods, or to sell them on 

the exchange and MarketPlace ARena Space.  

                MarketPlace is an internal exchange of ARena Space, available online from the ARena Space website or 

offline at every ARena Space point, which allows exchanging fiat or cryptocurrencies for ARenaCoin and vice 

versa in an efficient manner. Thus, all members of the ARena Space ecosystem will be able to exchange tokens 

quickly and efficiently, and, if necessary, use them to pay for services or goods at ARena Space. Investors will be 

able to sell their tokens in a decentralized manner, but limited to either a one-time sale or by a time interval.

5 Lottery is the name of a private, non-state promotional campaign organized for holders of ARena tokens, at the terms determined by the 
company, and is not subject to regulation as a public lottery or other event with officially registered rules.

Level (amount of purchased 
tokens in 1 transaction)

from 120 000

from 20 000 to 120 000

from 4 000 to 25 000

from 100 to 4 000

Conditions of the bonuses A number of bonuses

For each 100 tokens (from 
100 to 4 000)

+10 tokens

+500 tokens

+5000 tokens

+30 000 tokens

For each 4000 tokens 
(from 4 000 to 24 000)

For each 25 000 tokens  
(from 25 000 to 125 000)

For each 120 000+ tokens 

The bonus system for the purchase of tokens.
Bonuses are rewarded in addition to every transaction depending on the amount of purchased 
tokens. The amount of tokens purchased before that doesn’t influence the size of the bonus. Levels 
don’t add.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
        Funds raised at the ICO will be stored in wallets, accessible by key Advisory Board members and 

the Manager of the company. 

      Depending on the amount of the raised funds at various levels of the campaign, the ratio of 

distribution of funds will change.

ICO Team + Lawyes
Bonus 8,5%; $638

696; 8%

PreICO & ICO costs + 
1 Phase of Moscow
location; $1288406;

15%

Middle East Dubai
location; $1177833;

14%

Europe Barcelona
location; $1132833;

14%

Managing Company
(Moscow/HQ) 1 year
costs; $665000; 8%

Product
Development; $746

333; 9%

CIS Moscow location;
$328000; 4%

Asia China location
$1132833; 14%

USA Las Vegas
location; $1132833;

14%

   Since tokens will not be tied to a particular person, they will acquire the status of an internal 

currency, unlike classical loyalty systems with points.

      MarketPlace is integrated with Arena Park Manager and provides the ability to quickly create 

cryptowallets by parks’ customers and use ARenaCoin for payment operations and the accrual of 

coins to clients’ accounts.

                  Because we are developing an offline business, cryptocurrency investments will subsequently be 

converted to fiat, because the current payables with contractors, rental locations and salaries are in 

fiat money.

      Thus, the second and main direction of the ARenaCoin token application in the ARena Space 

ecosystem will be the use of tokens for the development of the parks chain in selected regions using 

franchising. In this regard, two main mechanisms will be used:

                  1) Parent company ARena Space and local partners in regions will have a development plan for a 

100 of locations to be opened in 2 years with the growth potential of 1.5 million customers per year by 

the end of 2017

         2) Cryptoinvestors can serve as franchisees, using tokens to purchase franchise services.

        Thus, due to a shortened investment cycle and the launch of new locations, as well as constant 

suggestion to expand the chain, the company will commercialize a new investing model in retail 

projects, linking it to cryptocurrency and franchise growth scheme. 
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$1 288 400

$746 300

$665 000

Optimum 
budget ($8, 3 
mln)

Managing company (Moscow / HQ based) - 1 year 
costs
Costs for Swiss and Moscow offices operations 
(salaries, rent, travel costs, etc)

Product development
Development or modification of products (Dragon 
Land, Full Immersion VR, VR Robots simulator, VR 
Treadmill, new content, MarketPlace for token 
distribution and selling of services)

PreICO & ICO costs + 1 Phase of Moscow location
Marketing: SMM (Facebook, Twitter, Google, Yandex, 
web advertising), working with the community, escrow 
bonus, legal services, investor relations, the launch of 
the first phase of the first location in Moscow to 
demonstrate transparency and product.

$4 531 200
($1 132 800 for 
each park in 4 
cities)

$638 700

$328 000The CIS market - location in Moscow
The launch of the second phase of the Moscow 
location, marketing expenses, strengthening of the 
franchising department.

Locations in Dubai/Barcelona/Beijing/Las Vegas
Rent (6 months + 2 months deposit), team salaries in Rent (6 months + 2 months deposit), team salaries in 
the country (director, accountant, marketer, 
administrators), spendings of the ARena Space project 
team, marketing costs for launch, payments for 
licensing partner attractions, the cost of construction 
of the Park, products (Full Immersion VR, 24 
experiences of VR amusement Park, Land of Dragons 
with 9 diffewith 9 different experiences, Party room), customs 
and transport expenses, sublicensing content, costs of 
opening a subsidiary management company in the 
country.

ICO Team + Lawyer’s Bonus
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05ROADMAP

Preparation stage6

ICO

6 Subject to a regular review by the company due to a current market conditions and business plan without prior approval by tokenholders.

3Q 2016 - 
2Q 2017

3Q 2017

4Q 2017

Preparation to scale the project globally: testing 
business model in Russia, first investment, creation of 
the first version of the product (mini VR parks, ARena 
Park Manager), packaging of the franchise, growth of 
mini-parks chain.

ICO preparation
Marketing campaign and PR
SigningSigning partnership agreements in cities (Barcelona, 
Las Vegas, Beijing, Dubai)
IT infrastructure and legal structuring of the company 
to launch locations in four countries 

ICO
Creation of a pilot location in Moscow
EnteringEntering each market (legal entity, team, office, finding 
local partners and signing agreements, marketing 
companies)
Strengthening the franchise department, quality of 
service
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Scaling stage 1-2Q 2018

3-4Q 2018

Opening of 5 - 10 parks (under the control of Arena 
Space and franchise partners) in the major cities of 
Russia and CIS 

Construction of locations in Barcelona, Las Vegas, 
Beijing, Dubai
Active selling of the franchise in foreign markets
Participation in the largest industry exhibition IAPPA
DDevelopment of mega-project for 2000+ m2

DespiteDespite the fact that each location will have from 60 to 
100 thousand customers per year, scaling the ARena 
Space chain, and as a result, the growth of the 
customers’ number and the ecosystem is possible due 
to a multiple increase in the number of locations in 
selected regions of the world - up to several hundred 
large parks (from 500 m2) and thousands of smaller 
onesones (up to 500 m2). This growth will be possible due to 
the sale of the franchise to our partners in key regions 
of the world - North America, Central and Northern 
Europe, the Middle East, Asia and China. Franchise and 
local partners will allow developing the chain of ARena 
Space parks effectively and quickly. growth of the chain 
and the number of customers will lead to growth of 
totokens circulation and increase in their value in the 
ARena Space - Customers - Investors - B2B partners 
ecosystem.
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06BOUNTY CAMPAIGN
   Bounty campaign implies a reward system for participants who fulfill certain conditions 
and promote the Arena Space brand in the crypto community.
        Fund for the bounty program is 800 000 tokens (equivalent of USD 800'000 if computed 
with the regular issue price of the tokens).

Note: All bounty Payments will be Issued after the end of ICO Phase. (Allow at least 1-2 
Weeks for bounty calculations and payment Assignment)

20% Signature + Avatar + PM campaign

20% Social Media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram)

15% Blog/Media campaign (Blog Post, article, review, youtube presentation) 

15% Translation and Moderation Bounty (Whitepaper, Announcement Thread and 

Moderating and Managing the thread.)

4%  Telegram

1%  N1%  Newsletter

10% Website Translation

15%  Other expenses

SOCIAL BOUNTIES

   20% of tokens will be distributed to participants helping us out and spreading the word about 

ARena Space on social platforms. Social bounty will be carried out on Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram platforms (20% of tokens will be equally divided for paying Facebook, Twitter & Instagram 

participants)

              
              
Strengthen our profile on Facebook and earn ARE tokens.
Facebook: Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArenaSpaceICO/

General rules:
1.  Account must be at least 3 months old and should have at least 100 friends
2.  Comments need to have at least 30 characters and not generic.
3.  Share only content from/about the official page containing ALL of the following hashtags: 
#ARenaSpace #ICO #blockchain #vr #game #vrgames #ar

You can qualify for this bounty with a maximum of 4 shares per week / 1 share per post only.
RReward: 5 Stakes/Week
Join: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeIcFIbJHUlyxdh2iPzIgnLPCH_r5aN6MB2vqUMMW-R98Jl
sw/viewform

  FACEBOOK BOUNTY

Token distribution structure:
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Spreadsheet: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x

0/edit#gid=134340623

Strengthen our profile on Twitter and earn ARE tokens. 
Twitter: https://www.facebook.com/ArenaSpaceICO/

General rules:
1.  Account must be at least 3 months old and should have at least 100 followers.
2.  User has to follow Twitter profile of ARena Space: https://twitter.com/ArenaSpaceICO
3.  Comments need to have at least 30 characters and not generic.
4.  (Re-)4.  (Re-)Tweet only content from/about the official (@ArenaSpaceICO) containing ALL of the following 
hashtags: #ARenaSpace #ICO #blockchain #vr #game #vrgames #ar

You can qualify for this bounty with a maximum of 4 shares (3 retweets & 1 constructive tweet) per 
week / 1 share per post only.
Reward: 5 Stakes/Week
Join: Join: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeIcFIbJHUlyxdh2iPzIgnLPCH_r5aN6MB2vqUMMW-R98Jl
sw/viewform
Spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi

  TWITTER BOUNTY

Strengthen our profile on Instagram and earn ARE tokens. 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/arenaspaceico/

General rules:
1.  Account must be at least 3 months old and should have at least 100 followers.
2.  User has to follow Instagram profile of ARena Space: https://www.instagram.com/arenaspaceico/
3.  Comments need to have at least 30 characters and not generic.

RReward: 5 Stakes/Week
Join: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeajRsWrcGN3FIJTkyMJWztKX1KwkHeIToDZQ6IYZNhUcft
gg/viewform
Spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

  INSTAGRAM BOUNTY

BLOG/MEDIA BOUNTIES

   20% of tokens will be distributed to participants helping us out and spreading the word about 

ARena Space on blog and youtube(or other media) platforms. 
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General rules:

1.  Write a post about ARena Space in any language, with at least 1000 characters and containing two  

links to https://arenaspace.io/ Rewards depending on the quality of your post and your reach.

2.  Bounty applies to a maximum of 3 videos, 1 free blog, and 3 premium blog platform

3.  YT Channel / FB Profile must be at least 3 months old and have 100 subscribers/friends

4.  Videos must be at least 1:00 minute with a maximum of 5:00 minutes

5.  Videos description must contain a link back to 5.  Videos description must contain a link back to https://arenaspace.io/

6.  Videos that do not have human voice over will only receive 50% of the total bounty

Rewards: Rewards are based on the quality. Stakes structure according to quality:

     Good: 100 Stakes

     Average: 70 Stakes

     Normal: 30 Stakes

Join: Join: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfwihXBlYHg3XJqn6MHwEa9qNOH2CQMSdezHkcXQ2cE

1fnauA/viewform

Spreadsheet: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi

d=134340623

  YOUTUBE BOUNTY

Strengthen our profile on Youtube and earn ARE tokens. 
YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_Hs4NF0XbD7ASo6oTZ7bw

General rules:
1.  General rules:
2.  Youtube Account must be at least 3 months old and should have at least 50 subscribers
3.  You should be at least Jr.member
4.   When filling the form do4.   When filling the form don't forget to include screenshot link that you subscribed

Reward: 2 Stakes/Week

Join: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdPa6Dlsv1hzQhWRra-lsh48LN8ZEOij81Po6uqVp3nplyR

uQ/viewform

Spreadsheet: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi

d=134340623
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15% will be distributed to participants helping us out and spreading the word about ARena Space by 
translating our ANN & Whitepaper and posting in local sections of the forum.
Translations reserved list: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

General rules:
1.  1.  Translations must be original, using any kind of tools such as Google Translator or any other are 
not allowed. If anyone is found using the translator, then he/she will be blacklisted.
2.  ANN thread translator will be responsible for the moderation as well. The translator must keep 
the thread active by translation of official announcements, news, posts.
3.  We do not need any Single Post Dead Thread. If you failed to keep the thread active and up to 
date, your reward can be reduced to 50% of the actual payment or you could simply be disqualified.
4.  Users has to 4.  Users has to reserve translation request prior to submission of translation content. Any content 
found without reservation request will be denied for payout.
5.  Please add the link to this Bounty thread somewhere in your Translated ANN Thread.

Rewards: Rewards are based on the content type and moderation effort. Stakes structure 
accordingly:
    ANN: 100 Stakes
    Whitepaper: 150 Stakes
    Mode    Moderation: 50 Stakes

Translation Reservation form: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSceBMt_VEvd5dj_YRVOAK3utB3Rul8DdVIXUKMK7jQhKy
Q-Xw/viewform
Spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

General rules:

1.  Keep the signature until the end of the Campaign. Removing signature in the middle of the 

campaign will disqualify you from the eligible list of participants.

2.  You must post a total of 60 Posts during the period of the campaign.

3.  You need to make at least 10 posts/week to get paid.

4.4.  Posts must be constructive and On-topic. Spamming, low-quality posts, copy-paste and off-topic 

posts will not be counted.

5.  Eligible posts must be 75 Character Long. Posts shorter than 75 Character will not be counted.

20% of tokens will be distributed to participants helping us out and spreading the word about ARena 
Space by wearing signature code and avatar and promote us by posting in the forum.

TRANSLATION BOUNTY

SIGNATURE BOUNTY

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSceBMt_VEvd5dj_YRVOAK3utB3Rul8DdVIXUKMK7jQhKyQ-Xw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
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6.  Payment will be done once at the End of the token sale.

7.  Keep your signature till spreadsheet updated with your final post count (allow at least one week to 

count posts) Removing signature before post count will simply disqualify you.

8.  Newbies are not allowed to Join.

Rewards: Rewards are based on the forum ranks. Avatar (Pick one) 

Join: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf8kq2-ADwvUTXbXJ3LFG63sv5eo51q7-_SQ6AxrsuXscS7
6g/viewform
Spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

Note: Only rank change requests will be allowed. So please fill in your other details carefully

Jr. Member & Member       15 Stakes/Weeks

Full Member                         30 Stakes/Week

Sr. Member                           50 Stakes/Week

Hero Member                       80 Stakes/Week

Legendary                             100 Stakes/Week

Avatar                                     10 Stakes/Week

Stakes structure accordingly:

         TELEGRAM BOUNTY
5% will be distributed to participants helping us out by joining our telegram and supporting us on 
telegram.

General rules:
1.  Users promoting,posting ref. links in telegram group will be banned from group and will be 
ineligible for payouts.
2.  Every participants must be active in the group.
3.  Inactive members will get decreased stake or even will not get rewards

TTelegram join link : https://t.me/ico_arena
Reward: Reward: 5 Stakes. We might add some extra rewards for users who will support this project 
well and will help out to moderate the telegram group.

Join: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSci0sAcN8Pdl9t2DGfcbHtHQBGCvUyXx53D5zBRjERSWvd

itw/viewform

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSci0sAcN8Pdl9t2DGfcbHtHQBGCvUyXx53D5zBRjERSWvditw/viewform
https://t.me/ico_arena
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
https://docs.google.com/f
https://i.imgur.com/vNe4t3i.jpg
https://i.imgur.com/2u457TT.jpg
https://i.imgur.com/xn5fW8a.jpg
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Translation Reservation form: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc4klncbydspj2jIzY1dg8nbCUDLsBZdbo212VnBaPnrEKPs
g/viewform
Spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

Reward: Rewards are based on translation done accordingly with timeline below 

Note: You need an Ethereum wallet for all bounties above and wallet must be supporting  

ERC20 Token form. Do not use any exchange address. User will only be responsible in this 

scenario if he provides wallet that doesn't support the ERC20 Token form.

By 1st November                    200 Stakes 

By 2nd November                  180 Stakes

By 3rd November                   150 Stakes

By 4th November                   100 Stakes

After 4th November               50 Stakes

WEBSITE TRANSLATION BOUNTY
10% of tokens will be distributed to participants helping us out and spreading the word about ARena 
Space by translating ARena's Website.
You will be provided with backend logins to do the task.
Translations reserved list: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi
d=134340623

General rules:
1.  1.  Translations must be original, using any kind of tools such as Google Translator or any other are 
not allowed. If anyone is found using the translator, then he/she will be blacklisted.
2.  Users has to reserve translation request prior to submission of translation content. Any content 
found without reservation request will be denied for payout.

Spreadsheet: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gi

d=134340623

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc4klncbydspj2jIzY1dg8nbCUDLsBZdbo212VnBaPnrEKPsg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cuGXVrCIggEtIapYTQNIbkijxXS-BNbeomBn9efC3x0/edit#gid=134340623
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   The ARena Space team is not just a professional team with over 10 years experience in 
AR / VR, which brought different products (ARena Full Immersion VR, entertainment content, 
SKALA - interactive climbing wall, Digital avatar) to market . 
It is also a team, experienced in the entertainment and park management industry, working 
with franchise networks, as well as in unique content creation for Cirque Du Soleil circus.
ARenaARena project team is made up of a management company and parks chain staff. The 
management company has created commercial business units, the franchise, does the 
marketing, develops new VR products and the ARena Park Manager platform, R&D laboratory, 
and provides technical support.

      Experienced developers led by the Product Director and the Technical Director are 
creating all the new products and the ARena Park Manager platform. The operating, 
commercial and marketing departments operate the chain of parks. The franchise unit is 
responsible for scaling the chain. The partnership department allows us to develop 
cooperation with content providers, amusement attractions producers, VR / AR products, and 
to establish links with local partners in Europe, the United States, Asia, and China to build our 
global chain of parks.

Vasily Ryzhonkov 
Founder, CEO

10 years in the IT business. More than 4 
years on the international market developing 

start-up projects.
Founder of the VR / AR Association in the CIS. 

Expert in VR / AR.

Rafail Galiev 
Product Director

12 years in IT, experience in IT project 
management - 10 years

PProject management in ITCo group of 
companies, development of design laboratory 
ZephyrLab, management of the Internet projects 

in the Skolkovo Foundation.

TEAM

07TEAM

ARena is planning to add a team of advisers and local partners:
     blockchain specialists
     experts in doing business in China, USA, and Europe
     experts in the creation of unique content and storytelling
     unique and complex software experts

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafail-galiev-ab400049/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasilyryzhonkov/
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Olga Logvina
Marketing & Event

5 years in marketing and product 
management

Experience in a VR start-up, including the 
development of the marketing concept of the 

product from scratch.

Alexei Pechkin 
Technical Director, Inventor

More than 5 years in VR, more than 10 years in 
engineering. Has developed the first VR 

headgear of Russia. Has many awards (Top 10 
young scientists in Russian Federation, awards 
from the Russian Academy of Sciences).

Zelenkina Margarita

Darya Babkova
Analyst

Investment analytics in Gazprom
AR/VR market analysis, financial modeling, 
planning and reporting system development 
for AR / VR startup projects. Graduated from 
Lomonosov Moscow State University.

Director of Development

Experience in launching shops in a franchise 
system for 9 years

Leader in the opening of new stores (50 stores 
a month!)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/margaritazelenkina/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olga-logvina-70935a64/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%81%D0%B5%D0%B9-%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%87%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%BD-9a707170/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/darya-babkova-b82902100/
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Boris Shugaev
Project manager

From 2006 to 2013 project management in 
civil engineering (engineering chains) 
2013-2017 - launching and 2013-2017 - launching and replicating 
franchise projects in the field of active 
recreation and services, projects for 
integrated development of territories, 

franchising.

Brun Paul Alexey Mehonoshin 

Producer, Art Director. 43 years of experience in 
theater, creator of the 3 Cirque Du Soleil shows, 

writer and producer of major shows.

Role: Art Director, creation of unique contentRole:  Investor Relations, corporate processes, 
Member of Board of Directors

Businessman, investor. Diverse set of challenging 
assignments in Russia and number of emerging and 

developing markets in FMCG
industries and banking including PepsiCo, Sberbank. 

ADVISERS

Timofey Sukharev
Chief Operating Officer

Development and management of startup 
projects - 8 years. 10 years in the position of 
creative director in the field of recreation and 

entertainment.

Ahmedulina Albina 
Commercial Director

Experience in the field of amusement parks - over 
5 years, previously operated the amusement parks 
for children with attendance of over 500,000 

visitors per year.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%81-%D1%88%D1%83%D0%B3%D0%B0%D0%B5%D0%B2-35576546/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/timofey-suharev-0b9877123/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexei-mekhonoshin-8334891/?locale=de_DE
https://www.facebook.com/pavel.brun.3
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%B0%D1%85%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%B4%D1%83%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B0-89301714a/
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Role: partnership networking among leaders 
in GameDev industry

Role: partnerships, european local partners 
in Switzerland, blockchain consultant 

Tony Watkins

Soren Fog

General Director at Electronic Arts Russia
Professional experience largely centred around 
strategic development of businesses & marketing 
major brands with creative input/ talent to support 

this.

Co-founder of Crypto Valley, founder of iprotus
Over 25 years of experience in IT and software 
development, architecture and business 

development within Internet and financials. 10+ 
years of consulting and advising in a wide range of 

related disciplines.

Alexander Kozhevnikov

Advisor in marketing and partnership programs 
with leaders in the computer industry
10 years in marketing in gaming industry, 
experience of projects development in 

international market

Role: international expansion, international 
marketing, GameDev partnerships

Sergey Fradkov

Serial entrepreneur, manager of technological 
projects and companies. Has more that 25 years of 
experience in technology, built several successful 
businesses in the field of mobile applications, IT 

services and enterprise software.

Role: business development in North 
America

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tony-watkins-8525581/
https://ru.linkedin.com/in/alexkozhevnikov
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sorenfog/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sfradkov/
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APPENDIX 1. ANALYTICAL REPORT OF THE 
ENTERTAINMENT MARKET ON THE BASIS 
OF AR/MR/VR TECHNOLOGIES

ENTERTAINMENT MARKET 
   Entertainment market covers such industries as sporting events, museums, amusement parks of various 

formats, zoos, theater, shows. Total market value on the global scale was 1,338 billion US dollars in 2014
7
. 

          In the world with the population of more than 7 billion people, it amounted to about 191 US dollars per 

person per year. Taking into account that in 2014 the World Domestic Product was approximately 78 trillion US 

dollars, the entertainment market is about 6.9% of the world economy.

         In 2013, 405 million visitors in both Americas, 368 million visitors in the Asia-Pacific          In 2013, 405 million visitors in both Americas, 368 million visitors in the Asia-Pacific region, and 161 

million visitors in Europe, the Middle East and Africa visited amusement parks, zoos and museums.

   In 2015, the global entertainment industry revenues amounted to 29,500 billion US dollars and are 

expected to grow to 32,000 billion US dollars by 2017 with the annual growth of 4%.

         From 2008 to 2014, the annual growth was 1.9% and 0.9% in the USA and Europe, respectively, while in Asia, 

in the fastest growing region, the figure was 6%. It is expected that Asia will become the largest industry’s market 

in the next 15 years due to GDP growth, growing disposable income, growing urbanization, and an overall 

spending spurt on entertainment and entertainment facilities.

                    In 2013
8
, the average annual attendance of entertainment parks was 369 thousand people, the average 

stay of a guest in a park was 2.7 hours, the main audience were families with children 2-18 years old.

7  Recreation Global Market Report 2015 by the Business Research Company
8  IAAPA's 2013 Family Entertainment Centers (FECs) State of the Industry survey

Europe and 
Middle East
17%

Northern and
South America

43%

The Asia-
Pacific
region
40%

Number of visitors to amusement parks 2013г.
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AR/VR/MR TECHNOLOGIES

AR/VR/MR IN THE THEME PARKS

   By 2020, the virtual reality technologies market will grow by more than 20 times compared to 
2016 - from $ 1.8 billion to $ 37.7 billion (according to the research conducted by the SuperData 
analytical company). At the end of 2017, this market will reach $ 4.9 billion, which means that it will 
grow by 168% compared to last year.
      Virtual reality technology investments are growing rapidly. Since March 2016 and within 12 
months, venture funds invested 1.7 billion US dollars, and 1.2 billion dollars - only in the first quarter 
of this year. There are already 4 VR / AR "unicorns" (companies worth more than a billion dollars). 
These companies are: Magic Leap, Oculus, Blippar and MindMaze. In addition, VR Venture Capital 
Alliance, led by HTC (with the participation of 27 companies), has $ 10 billion to finance start-ups 
associated with VR

9
.

   In 2016, virtual reality entertainments stepped up to the the new level with the advent of 
VR-attractions and VR-arcades all around the world. United States is the leading player in the trend in 
comparison with other countries. Six Flags presents Virtual Reality Coaster attractions SUPERMAN 
Virtual Reality, which is set in 9 parks across the country.
     The VOID Company launched a theme park dedicated to virtual reality. The main focus of the 
company is hyper reality, where physical objects interact in real time with a player in virtual reality.
      Another major player in this market is L.I.V.E. (Landmark Interactive Virtual Experience) - a 
company that develops large-scale VR-attractions for Universal Studios. The main concept of the 
project is combination of AR and VR technologies in order to expand user experience. In 2018 the 
company plans to launch a park that will include an interactive museum, a virtual zoo and an 
aquarium, a digital art gallery, a live entertainment scene and a cinema. The project will combine art, 
culture, AR / VR technology, architecture and design.

9  https://techcrunch.com/2016/05/24/the-reality-of-augmented-and-virtual-reality-venture-capital/
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   Even the sports parks represent VR for fans. Boston Red Sox and San Francisco Giants use virtual 
reality in order to allow users to move to the center of sports events. Many of these achievements in 
the VR industry are the first of its kind in North America, and it is likely that these innovations will 
continue.
      VR centers are developing all over the world (there are already more than 50,000 of them). HTC 
plans to open more than 5000 VRcades, starting with 1000 Viveland VRcades in China. Currently, the 
development of the virtual reality market can be compared with the advent of the Internet, when 
millions of people who did not have an expensive computer and high-speed Internet at home became 
regular visitors of the Internet cafes.

   The revenue forecast for 2010 from Digi Capital is presented by the chart below. The revenues of 
the theme parks in the sphere of AR and VR are 10% and 3% respectively, which is in total 5.7 billion 
US dollars.

USA CANADA UK GERMANY JAPAN AUSTRALIABELGIUM
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EDUTAINMENT MARKET

   Edutainment10 - is a new trend in the entertainment market, closely related to changes in the 

global economy.

      Modern consumer considers a leisure activity as an opportunity to improve him or herself and 

his/her children to do something useful and not as an aimless relaxation and entertainment. Changes 

in values occurred with the transition from an industrial to a post-industrial economy. From 1983 to 

2000, jobs in managerial and professional occupations increased from 23% to 30%, while employment 

in manufacturing field fell from 16% to 13.5%. Even in production, many workers are now engaged in 

mental work because of the high level use of computerization and robotics. The Knowledge Society 

pays great attention to education and enrichment. In addition, educated people are a huge market for 

entertainment,entertainment, as they have more disposable income and spend much more on entertainment 

outside of homes than their less educated colleagues.

         In the last decade there has been a rapid growth in the gaming education supply. As for Russia, 

in 2016, the figure of children's cultural and leisure activities as well as educational zones in the 

Moscow shopping and entertainment centers reached 8% of the total number of rental areas. As early 

as 2014, the scale of this segment was not appreciated by market participants.

       One of the rapid development indicators of the new industry is the example of KidZania, one of 

the fastest growing children's brands in the world. This is an interactive park for children 2-14 y.o. 

which relies on role playing games and the high level of immersion. Kidzania - the project of the 

Mexican businessman Javier Lopez Ancona exists since 1999. In 2017, there are 24 theme parks in 19 

countries, and the latest available data (2014) show that at the present more than 42 million people 

have visited them. The company's annual turnover is about 400 GBP generated all around the world.

10  https://www.whitehutchinson.com/leisure/articles/edutainment.shtml#4
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APPENDIX 2. GLOSSARY

Augmented reality (AR)  is a live direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world environment 
whose elements are "augmented" by computer-generated or extracted real-world sensory 
input.

Attraction - device designed for entertainment.

Virtual reality (VR) is a computer technology that uses Virtual reality headsets, sometimes in 
combination with physical spaces or multi-projected environments, to generate realistic 
images, sounds, and other sensations that simulate a user's physical presence in a virtual or 
imaginary environment. A person using virtual reality equipment is able to "look around" the 
artificial world, and with high quality VR move around in it and interact with virtual features or 
items.
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MR (mixed reality), unlike the augmented reality, which mostly refers to AR headgear, by 
mixed reality is meant a complex of visual effects, including projecting, illuminating and 
sound technologies that allow to create a new environment perceived as real.

Immersive technologies is a kind of interactive technologies that allow viewers to take part 
in played shows or to be inside digital content.

Storytelling is an art of telling stories with improvisation, staging or using modern 
technologies, for the purpose of deep immersion in a fictitious plot. 

Hyperreality -  a condition in which what is real and what is fiction is seamlessly blended 
together so that there is no clear distinction between where one ends and the other begins.

Edutainment  is a concept designed to educate through entertainment. 

MillennialsMillennials refer to the generation born after 1981, met the new millennium at a young age, 
characterized primarily by deep involvement in digital technologies.

Net present value (NPV) is a measurement of profit calculated by subtracting the present 
values (PV) of cash outflows (including initial cost) from the present values of cash inflows over 
a period of time.

EBITEBITDA is an accounting measure calculated using a company's net earnings, before interest 
expenses, taxes, depreciation, and amortization are subtracted, as a proxy for a company's 
current operating profitability.
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